
Masimo Announces Availability of the RD SedLine® Adult EEG Sensor

Masimo has announced availability of the RD SedLine® EEG sensor, for use with Masimo SedLine Brain Function Monitoring and compatible
with simultaneous use of Masimo O3™ Regional Oximetry. SedLine and O3 provide simultaneous monitoring on the Masimo Root® monitoring
platform, helping to give clinicians more information about the brain.

The RD SedLine EEG sensor features a repositioned, color-coded sensor-cable connection that lies comfortably on the patient’s head and soft
foam pads to reduce discomfort upon application to the patient. The sensor’s streamlined shape and built-in fitting guide allow simultaneous
application of SedLine and O3 sensors. The sensor’s performance and specifications remain the same and work with existing SedLine modules,
via an updated patient cable.

SedLine brain function monitoring features four simultaneous EEG leads to enable continuous assessment of both sides of the brain, four EEG
waveforms, a Density Spectral Array (DSA; an easy-to-interpret, high-resolution display of bi-hemispheric activity and EEG power), and the
Patient State Index (PSI; a processed EEG parameter related to the effect of anesthetic agents). Next Generation SedLine, available outside the
U.S., enhances the PSI to make it less susceptible to electromyographic (EMG) interference and to improve performance in low-power EEG
cases.

O3 regional oximetry uses near-infrared spectroscopy (NIRS) to continuously monitor absolute and trended regional tissue oxygen saturation
(rSO2) in the cerebral region. Regional oximetry may help clinicians monitor cerebral oxygenation in situations in which pulse oximetry alone
may not be fully indicative of the oxygen in the brain due to various factors, such as the type of clinical procedure being performed.

Dr. David Drover, Professor of Anesthesiology in the Department of Anesthesiology, Perioperative and Pain Medicine at Stanford Hospital,
stated, “The RD SedLine sensor allows simultaneous application with O3 Regional Oximetry to deliver more information about my patient’s brain
in a single specialty monitor.”

“Root with SedLine and O3 presents a powerful brain monitoring solution,” said Joe Kiani, Founder and CEO of Masimo. “With the addition of the
RD SedLine EEG sensor, the EEG and optical sensors fit together like puzzle pieces, making it easier for clinicians to simultaneously monitor
patients with both technologies, while providing a comfortable experience for the patient.”

The RD SedLine EEG sensor is available in the U.S. Next Generation SedLine does not have 510(k) clearance and is not available in the U.S.
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